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Razer™ is the world’s leading lifestyle brand for 
gamers. The triple-headed snake trademark of 
Razer is one of the most recognized logos in the 
global gaming and esports communities. With a 
fan base that spans every continent, the 
company has designed and built the world’s 
largest gamer-focused ecosystem of hardware, 
software and services.

Since 2020, Midas PR has been working with 
Razer on a retainer basis, handling the brand’s 
public relations activities, social media 
management and KOL outreach efforts in 
Thailand. 

Background



To add Razer’s PR efforts in Thailand, Midas has been 
localizing and disseminating press releases and 
media alerts for all of Razer’s diverse range of 
offerings and key events/announcements. 

Our target media lists are gaming, tech and lifestyle 
media, notably This Is Game Thailand, Siamphone, 
Notebookspec, Techoffisde, Beartai and Gaming 
Dose. These key media partners are regularly 
engaged to review Razer’s constant stream of new 
products and updates. 

We are also proactively on the lookout and pitching for 
interview opportunities, further building awareness for 
Razer’s different initiatives as well as strengthening 
the brand’s relationship with key media. 

Approach



One of the key always-on communications pillars for Razer is 
influencer and reviewer relations where Midas helps facilitating 
reviews Razer’s dynamic spectrum of offerings for gamers. This is 
done by identifying, negotiating, and briefing influencers based on 
each individual product’s target audiences. Through means of 
product bartering or monetary payments, these KOLs have been 
promoting and educating their audiences about Razer products as 
well as driving awareness and engagement for the brand. 

Approach



Since June 2021, the team’s fast and responsive 
approach has earned Midas the opportunity to work 
with Razer in a more expanded capacity in the form of 
managing Razer Thailand’s official Facebook page. 

We have been entrusted with content and scheduling, 
planning and managing media budget spending as well 
as taking care of community management duties for 
Razer. Our goal is to ensure the overall health of the 
Facebook page, including engagement and growth of 
the channel, is maintained at the highest level 
throughout the year.

Approach



In our 2 years of retainer services, Midas PR has 
localized and distributed a total of 65+ Razer press 
releases and media alerts to target media in the 
tech, gaming media as well as general online 
newspapers. This in turn achieves more than 2,100+ 
earned clippings for Razer across all online and 
offline publications and social media platforms.

The combined reach of these features, including 
print media’s circulation, online media’s monthly 
visitors, and social media’s following, are measured 
at over 3.5 Billion people. 

Results



In terms of influencer engagement,  
230+ product review pieces have 
been generated for Razer’s various 
products. These reviews come from 
tech and gaming media like Beartai 
and Gaming Dose, and influencers 
including tech reviewers like ADBIG, 
Review Khong, or Khui Phai or popular 
streamers like oporcony and 
DJ.DreamerTH. The total estimated 
reach from these reviews are 
estimated at more than 150 Million
people. 

Results

oporcony

ADBIG

Review Khong
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DJ.DreamerTH

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=t0kMxUML0Fg
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=kGJVwg4hjlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=O0seMgqJi_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=umTwwae8o00
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=NsJrIahlrIg


By the end of 2021, we’ve localized and published a total of 130+ pieces of content on 
Razer Thailand Facebook page, reaching 3.8 Million people along with the impression of 
10.2 Million. Page likes have been increased by 2% and average engagement rate stood 
at 10.3%. These results are achieved via a consistent stream of social media contents 
and a combination of organic and paid media strategies.

Results

Total page likes:

313.5K
Total reach:

3.8M
Total impressions:

10.2M 
Total Engagements*:

391K
(Average 10.3% ER)


